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ABSTRACT
Using observations made by the Michelson Doppler Imager (MDI), we Ðnd that within solar active

regions the spatial distributions of Doppler velocity power and continuum intensity power di†er. The
oscillation power within any pixel is a strong function of the magnetic Ðeld strength within that pixel.
The amplitudes of oscillations with frequencies less than 5.2 mHz decrease with Ðeld strength for both
velocity and continuum intensity measurements. However, within active regions oscillations with fre-
quencies between 5.2 and 7.0 mHz have suppressed continuum intensity amplitudes but enhanced veloc-
ity amplitudes. The enhancement of the high-frequency velocity signal is largest in pixels with
intermediate Ðeld strength (50È250 G) and is a manifestation of the high-frequency acoustic halos. We
Ðnd that the high-frequency halos are absent in MDI observations of the continuum intensity.
Subject headings : Sun: magnetic Ðelds È Sun: oscillations È Sun: photosphere

1. INTRODUCTION

The frequencies of solar eigenmodes (p-modes) have been
used extensively over the last two decades to determine the
properties of the cavity within which the oscillations are
trapped. Such techniques, however, have not successfully
measured the properties of the solar magnetic Ðeld. Deep
within the convection zone the SunÏs magnetic Ðeld is too
weak to produce a signiÐcant modiÐcation of the eigen-
frequencies. Only in the surface layers does the magnetic
Ðeld become dynamically signiÐcant. However, the e†ect of
the magnetic Ðeld in the surface layers is difficult to extract
from frequency measurements because of many non-
magnetic surface e†ects which compete in shifting mode
frequencies.

The frequencies are not the only source of information
provided by the solar oscillations. Measurements of the
surface amplitude of the oscillations can also be used as a
seismic probe. The surface amplitude can be strongly modi-
Ðed by the presence of a magnetic Ðeld. It has been known
since the origination of helioseismology that the amplitudes
of p-modes are reduced in regions with a magnetic Ðeld

Noyes, & Simon White, & Packman(Leighton, 1962 ; Lites,
et al. et al. More recently, it1982 ; Tarbell 1988 ; Title 1992).

has been discovered that the amplitudes of untrapped high-
frequency oscillations can be increased by the presence of a
magnetic Ðeld. Using Ca II K-line images, et al.Braun (1992)
observed that oscillations with frequencies between 5.5 and
6.5 mHz have an enhanced signal in rings surrounding
regions of intense Ðeld strength. With Doppler velocity
measurements taken with the Fe I j5576 line, similar results
were found by et al. except that the rings wereBrown (1992),
patchier and were conÐned to the edges of the active region
instead of extending into the surrounding quiet Sun. This
region of excess high-frequency oscillation power has been
dubbed a halo, and both studies have interpreted the halos
as regions of enhanced acoustic emission.

The intent of this study is to measure and quantify the
surface amplitudes in regions of quiet Sun and in active
regions in order that the mechanisms responsible for the

observed amplitude changes can be deduced. The conjec-
ture that the acoustic emissivity or scattering is modiÐed by
the presence of a magnetic Ðeld is extremely plausible, but it
is not the only conceivable explanation. hasCally (1995)
suggested that the reduction in p-mode amplitude within
active regions is caused by the absorption of acoustic waves
by magnetic structures Duvall, & LaBonte(Braun, 1988 ;

et al. Alternatively, the energy present in theBogdan 1993).
acoustic oscillations may be unchanged, but the value of the
acoustic wave functions within the surface layers may be
altered Jain, & Zweibel or the acoustic(Hindman, 1997),
motions may become Ðeld aligned, increasing the observed
line-of-sight velocity component. Finally, purely obser-
vational e†ects may change the measured surface amplitude
as well. The presence of a magnetic Ðeld can modify the
thermal structure of the atmosphere, thereby altering the
height of formation of the spectral lines used to measure the
oscillations. Since the acoustic wave functions are functions
of height, the measured surface amplitudes change as a con-
sequence.

All of these mechanisms should have distinctive depen-
dences on wave frequency and magnetic Ðeld strength.
Therefore, in order to di†erentiate between the various pos-
sibilities, careful analysis of the surface amplitude as a func-
tion of these quantities is crucial. In this paper we perform
such an analysis using Michelson Doppler Imager (MDI)
observations of the Doppler velocity, continuum intensity,
and line-of-sight magnetic Ðeld strength.

2. THE OBSERVATIONS

In normal operating mode the MDI instrument (Scherrer
et al. produces Ðve Ðltergram images centered at1995)
equally spaced wavelengths across the Ni I j6768 spectral
line. By taking these Ðve Ðltergram measurements in di†er-
ent combinations, the Doppler velocity, continuum inten-
sity, and line depth are obtained. In addition, by subtracting
the Doppler shifts calculated separately in right- and left-
handed circularly polarized light, the line-of-sight magnetic
Ðeld strength can be measured using the Zeeman e†ect.
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MDI measures the continuum intensity in two ways : a
single Ðltergram in a clean portion of the solar spectrum far
removed from line center can be used, or all Ðve Ðltergrams
can be combined. This study utilized single Ðltergram mea-
surements of the continuum intensity.

The observations used in this study were taken over a
duration of 4 hr 26 minutes on 1996 November 21. Using
the high-resolution Ðeld of view square pixels), MDI(0A.605
made measurements every minute of the line-of-sight veloc-
ity, the continuum intensity, and the line-of-sight magnetic
Ðeld strength. During the time the observations were made,
the high-resolution Ðeld of view contained a small dipolar
active region. We analyzed a square subÐeld that193A.7
contained this active region and a large patch of quiet Sun.
The center of this subÐeld was located from solar160A.7
center and above the solar equator at the beginning102A.5
of the observations. The left panel of is a magneto-Figure 1
gram of this subÐeld taken early in the observation run.

From the time series of the magnetic Ðeld strength, we
calculate the rms Ðeld strength for each pixel. The right
panel of shows the rms Ðeld strength over theFigure 1
entire duration of the observations. At each pixel, the time
series of the Ñuctuating part of the velocity and continuum
intensity were Fourier-transformed to produce acoustic
power maps of the region at each frequency. The e†ects of
granulation were removed from the velocity and intensity
Ñuctuations by Ðltering out signals with frequencies less
than the f-mode in the frequency-wavenumber domain.

3. THE ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

Once the power spectrum at each pixel was computed, we
created acoustic power maps by summing the power over
two frequency ranges. displays four power maps ofFigure 2
the same region shown in the magnetogram of Figure 1.
The left panels are power maps created from the Doppler
velocity and the right panels are maps created from the

continuum intensity Ñuctuations. The upper panels were
constructed by summing power over all frequencies corre-
sponding to trapped p-mode oscillations, l\ 5.2 mHz. The
lower panels are the results of summation over high-
frequency oscillations between 5.5 and 6.5 mHz.

From comparison of the top panels of with theFigure 2
magnetograms of it can easily be seen that theFigure 1,
amplitudes of the oscillations below 5.2 mHz are suppressed
in regions of strong magnetic Ðeld. Both the velocity mea-
surements and the intensity measurements produce similar
spatial distributions of power. From the lower panels of

it is obvious that the high-frequency oscillationsFigure 2,
have di†erent power distributions of velocity and contin-
uum intensity. The high-frequency velocity power map
shows that the oscillations have enhanced amplitude in the
general area of the active region, whereas the high-
frequency continuum intensity power is suppressed in an
identical fashion as the lower frequency p-modes. The
power enhancement in the high-frequency velocity map is
the same phenomenon as the high-frequency acoustic halos
previously discussed by et al. and et al.Braun (1992) Brown

The active region we are investigating has a wispy(1992).
structure without a well-deÐned center. Therefore, the
power enhancement appears less like a halo and more like a
patch overlying the active region. Nevertheless, the halo is
completely absent in the continuum intensity data.

The power maps of in conjunction with theFigure 2
magnetograms of indicate that the solar oscil-Figure 1
lations have surface amplitudes that are strong functions of
frequency and magnetic Ðeld strength. Figures and show3 4
the results of more detailed investigation of the dependences
of the oscillation power on these factors. consists ofFigure 3
Ðve panels, each corresponding to the range of rms Ðeld
strengths indicated at the top of the panel. In addition, the
average rms Ðeld strength of all pixels falling within the
range is shown. Each panel displays the average power of

FIG. 1.ÈL eft : Magnetogram of the region used in the analysis taken early in the set of observations. The maximum Ðeld strength is 1816 G. Right : Image
of the rms Ðeld strength of the entire set of observations.
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FIG. 2.ÈL eft : Power maps made from the Doppler velocity. Right : Maps made from the continuum intensity Ñuctuations. The upper panels were
constructed by summing over all frequencies corresponding to p-modes, l\ 5.2 mHz. The lower panels are the results of summation over high-frequency
oscillations between 5.5 and 6.5 mHz.

pixels within the appropriate Ðeld strength range as a func-
tion of frequency normalized by the same result for the
quiet Sun. Quiet pixels were deÐned as any pixel with an
rms Ðeld strength of less than 10 G. In each panel the solid
line is the result for the Doppler velocity measurements and
the dashed line is for continuum intensity measurements. A
power ratio of 1 indicates that the power in magnetized
pixels is consistent with the power in the quiet Sun. We do
not show results for frequencies less than 1.5 mHz because
the oscillation signal is dominated by solar convection at
these low frequencies.

The e†ect of the magnetic Ðeld on oscillation power
becomes important at fairly low Ðeld strengths. The di†er-

ence in power between magnetized pixels and quiet pixels
becomes evident for Ðeld strengths greater than 20 G. Con-
sidering that MDIs per pixel measurement uncertainty is
roughly 20 G, the magnetic Ðeld could be important for
even lower Ðeld strengths, but the observations are unable
to distinguish the di†erence between any Ðelds less than 20
G in strength. As the Ðeld strength increases, the power
below 5 mHz is suppressed compared to the quiet Sun for
both the Doppler velocity measurements and the contin-
uum intensity measurements. The suppression grows with
Ðeld strength, and at the largest strengths the reduction in
power can be as large as 60%. Above 5 mHz the continuum
intensity power continues to be suppressed. The Doppler



FIG. 3.ÈEach panel shows the ratio of the power of magnetized pixels over the power of quiet pixels as a function of frequency. For each panel the range
of rms magnetic Ðeld strengths allowed in the set of magnetized pixels is shown at the top of the panel. In addition, the average rms Ðeld strength of this set of
pixels is indicated. The solid curve is the result for the Doppler velocity data, and the dashed curve is for the continuum intensity data.
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FIG. 4.ÈOscillatory power of the velocity for oscillations between 5.5
and 6.5 mHz (solid line) and for oscillations lower than 5 mHz (dashed line)
as a function of magnetic Ðeld strength. The dashed curve has been divided
by a factor of 10 in order to show both curves on the same graph.

velocity power, however, has a strong power enhancement
in magnetized pixels compared to quiet pixels. The
enhancement is sharply peaked at 6 mHz, reaching values
as large as 60%. This enhancement at 6 mHz is the result of
the high-frequency acoustic halo.

A careful study of the panels of suggests that theFigure 3
halos are strongest in pixels with intermediate Ðeld strength
(50È250 G). displays this property more clearly. InFigure 4
arbitrary units the solid line shows the power within the
high-frequency band, 5.5È6.5 mHz, summed over all pixels
with like rms magnetic Ðeld strength. The dashed curve
shows the same quantity for power within the p-mode fre-
quency range, l\ 5.2 mHz, scaled by a factor of 10~1 in
order to display the dashed and solid curves on the same
graph. It is clearly seen that the high-frequency power is
largest for pixels with Ðeld strengths between 50 and 250 G.
It is also apparent that the amplitude of high-frequency
oscillations is reduced in pixels with the highest Ðeld
strengths (B[ 350 G).

4. CONCLUSIONS

It is now well established that the surface amplitudes of
solar oscillations are modiÐed by the presence of a magnetic
Ðeld. This study and many others have shown that the
amplitudes of oscillations below 5.2 mHz are reduced in the
presence of a magnetic Ðeld Noyes, & Simon(Leighton,

et al. et al. Furthermore,1962 ; Tarbell 1988 ; Title 1992).
Doppler velocity and Ca II K-line intensity observations
show that oscillations with frequencies between 5.5 and 6.5
mHz have enhanced amplitudes in halos surrounding active
regions. The suppression of p-mode amplitudes and the
presence of high-frequency halos are also observed in MDI
measurements of the Ni 6768 line depth ÑuctuationsÓ (Jain
& Haber 1998).

Using MDI observations, we Ðnd that the suppression of
p-mode amplitudes within magnetized regions of the Sun
has a frequency dependence. The suppression increases with
frequency until a broad minimum in reduced power is
achieved around 4 mHz. For frequencies less than 5 mHz
the velocity and continuum intensity data have identical
suppression factors. Above 5 mHz the continuum intensity
continues to be suppressed in pixels with a magnetic Ðeld,
while the velocity has an enhancement sharply peaked at 6
mHz. Correspondingly, the intensity power maps lack the
high-frequency halos that are seen in velocity power maps.
A careful examination of the high-frequency power shows
that the halos observed by MDI are largely conÐned to
pixels with intermediate Ðeld strength (50È250 G).

The interpretation of et al. and et al.Braun (1992) Brown
that the high-frequency halos are regions with(1992)

increased acoustic emissivity or scattering is not supported
by our Ðnding that the halos are absent in continuum inten-
sity power maps. If the enhanced power of the halos is
produced by increased generation of acoustic waves, the
temperature perturbations induced by these compressive
oscillations should result in observed intensity Ñuctuations
as well as a Doppler velocity signal. The high-frequency
halos were initially observed by et al. usingBraun (1992)
Ca II K-line intensity observations. This apparent inconsis-
tency with the absence of halos in the MDI intensity obser-
vations has a possible explanation. The Ca II K-line
intensity measurements were made using a broad Ðlter that
spanned both the wings and the core of the spectral line.
Such a measurement is susceptible to contamination from
Doppler shifts that move the spectral line back and forth
across the Ðlter, producing variations in the observed inten-
sity. Therefore, the observations of et al. areBraun (1992)
incapable of distinguishing true intensity variations from
velocity perturbations.

Another possible interpretation is that the magnetic Ðeld,
which is primarily vertical at the photosphere, ducts the
acoustic oscillations into Ðeld-aligned motions. Therefore,
observations at disk center would register an increased line-
of-sight velocity signal without a corresponding increase in
continuum intensity signal. A simple check of this hypothe-
sis can be accomplished by observing the acoustic halos on
di†erent portions of the solar disk. Observations made near
the solar limb would have negligible amplitude enhance-
ment, and the center-to-limb variation should have a pre-
dictable geometric dependence. Although this test has not
yet been performed explicitly, the Ca II K-line observations
of & LaBonte span the entire solar disk, andToner (1993)
their high-frequency acoustic power maps do not reveal any
obvious latitudinal variation in halo power. However, it
must be kept in mind that the analysis of & LaBonteToner

is not ideal for addressing this question. They(1993)
average their power maps over 7 days of data. Over this
period a given Carrington longitude has rotated a signiÐ-
cant amount, thereby destroying any center-to-limb varia-
tion that might be seen as a function of longitude.

The fact that the halos are absent in observations of the
continuum intensity suggests that the halos are produced
by incompressible oscillations, such as Alfve� n waves or
transverse magnetic Ñux tube waves (kink waves). Perhaps
the magnetic waves are generated on Ðeld lines at the
boundary of active regions. Vigorous convection in the
quiet Sun surrounding the active region could bu†et bound-
ary Ðeld lines exciting magnetic oscillations, or perhaps
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acoustic waves propagating in from the quiet Sun shake the
magnetic Ñux tubes in the boundary, creating magnetic
waves. If the Ðeld lines above the active region expand into
a magnetic canopy in the chromosphere, the ring of
enhanced power should expand with height, because the
magnetic oscillations will propagate along the magnetic
Ðeld lines. Indeed, this is what is seen. Observations of the
halos using Fe I j5576 or Ni I j6768, which are formed in
the photosphere and temperature minimum, show compact
halos that are conÐned to the edges of active regions. Obser-
vations using Ca II K, however, have larger halos, which
extend into the surrounding quiet Sun. The Ca II K line is
formed higher in the atmosphere than the Fe I or Ni I lines.
A more detailed examination of the height dependence of
the halos is being performed by D. StanchÐeld and J. H.

Thomas (1997, private communication). They are examin-
ing observations of an active regions with simultaneous
measurement using Ca II K and the High Altitude Obser-
vatoryÏs Advanced Stokes Polarimeter.
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